
Which Stain remover works best?



Introductions/Research

Much can be found on the topic of Cleaning stains and the most effective stain removers. 

According to sciencefaircentral.com an experiment testing how well different stain cleaners work was conducted. 

They used water, vinegar, commercial laundry detergent, vinegar, and baking  soda solution, commercial pre- stain 

treatment with water, pre-stain vinegar and baking soda paste, commercial laundry detergent, and Commercial 

pre-stain treatment and commercial laundry detergent. They also used mustard, blueberry syrup, ketchup and prune 

juice as stains. Their results show that  the best way to remove stains is to use either a combination of vinegar and 

baking soda paste + commercial laundry detergent or to use a combination of commercial pre-stain treatment + 

laundry detergent. (Please see reference slide)



Research Continued

As stated, on Ehow.com,  “stain removers often employ enzymes or other proteins to break 

apart stain molecules. These enzymes digest proteins and fats in stains in the same way they 

digest the food you eat.”(Please see reference slide)

As stated on, cleaning institute.org, “The less time a stain has to soak in, the easier it will be to 

remove.” (Please see reference slide)



Question/Problem???

 In this experiment I am going to test out which cleaning agents (OxiClean, Spray n wash and 
shout stain removers ) will best remove coffee stains, oil stains, and orange juice stains.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this experiment is to test what stain remover is the most effective on white 
clothes.I became interested in this experiment because so much clothes are thrown away 
each year. The information from this experiment will help people to determine how to take 
stains out of clothes so less clothes can be thrown away each year.



Hypothesis / Predictions

In this experiment I hypothesize that Oxiclean will best remove stains. I 
hypothesize this because another experiment similar to mine has had 
Oxiclean as the best stain remover.
-https://www.sites.google.com

https://www.sites.google.com/a/crestmem.edu/science-fair/2015-2016-projects/what-stain-remover-works-best


Materials

● Water (tap)/ sink
● Oxiclean stain remover
● Spray n’ wash stain remover
● Shout stain remover 
● Vegetable oil
● Coffee
● Orange juice
● Measuring spoons 
● White cloths(45)
● Scissors
● watch/timer (phone)
● Paper plates (45)
● Permanent marker (sharpie)
● Notebook and pen 

Fabric sample with 2 
sprays of Shout

Fabric Sample with 2 
sprays of Spray n’ 
Wash

Fabric 
sample 
with 2 

sprays of 
Oxiclean



Procedures

1. Cut (with scissors) 45 100% 5 inch white cotton cloth squares ( 15 trials)
2. Use a permanent marker to label each fabric sample with the applied stain.
3. Place cotton squares on a paper plate
4. Measure a ½ tsp of the stain and put on fabric piece
5. Let the stain sit on fabric sample for 15 mins
6. Spray twice with stain remover
7. Let stain remover sit for 5 minutes
8. Rinse and let dry
9. Repeat steps 3- 7 for each stain and stain remover

10. Compare stain samples when dry

Variables

● Independent- Stain remover spray
● Dependent- visibility of stain after washing
● Control- fabric, stain, washing procedure



Results and Data

I used an effectiveness scale (5= highly effective (stain gone) 
4=slightly visible 3= faded 2=no change 1=worse) to determine the 
results.

This experiment produced results, they are as follows.The average 
result for Spray N’ Wash is 4.2. The average result for OxiClean is 4. 
The average result for Shout was 3.6.
These results show Spray n’ Wash is the best stain remover



Results: Data Table

 Data was rated with an effectiveness scale.(5= highly effective 
(stain gone) 4=slightly visible 3= faded 2=no change 1=worse)

Average Result Chart

Average Score

Spray N wash 4.2

Oxiclean 4

Shout 3.6



Trials Spray n wash OxiClean Shout

Trials 1-5 Orange Juice

Trial 1 5 4 3

Trial 2 4 4 4

Trial 3 5 5 5

Trial 4 5 3 3

Tria l5 5 5 4

Trials 6-10 Vegetable Oil

Trial 6 3 3 2

Trial 7 4 3 2

Trial 8 5 5 3

Trial 9 5 4 4

Trial 10 3 5 5

Trials 11-15 Coffee

Trial 11 4 4 3

Trial 12 3 3 3

Trial 13 3 4 4

Trial 14 4 4 5

Trial 15 5 4 4

Trials Chart:



Results: Data Graph



Conclusion

The results of my experiment show that my hypothesis was contradicted. My 
experiment was successful because I followed the scientific method to complete 
my experiment. Another reason my experiment was successful is because I 
followed all my procedures carefully and correctly. The results of my experiment 
prove that Spray n’ Wash is the best stain remover out of three others. If I were to 
complete this experiment again I would try out different stain removers to test 
and I would also change the stains used.



Implications and Ideas for Future Research…

If I were to complete this experiment again I would change it by 
trying out more stain removers to see if there are better stain 
removers than the one that worked best in this experiment. I can 
make it more precise by having a larger sample size.
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